EBSCO eBooks @ Mid-Pacific Library

Our library book collection includes both print and eBooks. Some of these eBooks are from our friends at EBSCO, and you can access these books in 2 ways.

A) Through the Catalog
   1) Search a book

   2) From the list, those results indicated with a blue “E” are EBSCO eBooks; select “Open”

   3) In the new tab that opens with the eBook information, you can see that all the EBSCO eBooks are available for online reading, and some are available for offline reading.

OR

B) Through the EBSCO K-8 eBooks link
   1) Click on the link on the Catalog Homepage (to search ONLY EBSCO eBooks)

   2) A new tab will open up, and you can search for EBSCO eBooks that way

NOTE: if you’re going to download EBSCO eBooks for offline reading, you need to have the Bluefire Reader app downloaded as well!

This option will prompt you to sign in; you can create your own EBSCO account for future use.
EBSCO eBook Info

All EBSCO eBooks can be read online, or you can check them out/download them and read them offline. *** NOTE: not all EBSCO eBooks can be read offline! ***

If you “opened” an EBSCO eBook in the Catalog, a new tab will open to a page with the eBook’s information. From here you can read the eBook online, and if the option is available, download for offline reading.

For downloading/offline reading:
This is best done on an iPad! You will be prompted to create an EBSCO account, AND you should have the BlueFire Reader app downloaded on your device.

To search the EBSCO eBooks Database:
In the blue menu along the top of the page, select the “eBooks” option.

This will take you to the main page, where you can search and/or browse for EBSCO eBooks ONLY.